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ABSTRACT 
 
High temperature fuel cells are considered a promising option for highly efficient distributed power 
generation. This paper presents a dynamic model of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) system. Detailed 
models for all process components were developed and validated with experimental data, which is 
demonstrated using the burner model as an example. Focus of this paper is on SOFC system heat-up. 
Different strategies are discussed, and dynamic simulation results of heat-up processes are shown. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
As fuel cell research and development have made considerable progress within the last years, wide-
spread commercialization of this new technology is expected in the near future. Solid oxide fuel cells 
(SOFCs) operate at high temperatures above 700 °C, which makes them attractive for stationary co-
generation applications, producing both heat and power with high overall efficiency.  
 At Forschungszentrum Jülich, SOFCs are being developed in a planar design, thus offering the 
potential to build very compact and cost-efficient power plants [1]. Currently, a complete 20 kW SOFC 
system is under construction. Figure 1 shows a basic sketch of the process.  
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Figure 1. Sketch of a high temperature fuel cell process 
 

 Besides the fuel cell itself, the system consists of several process units for fuel processing (natural 
gas reformer), conversion of fuel cell off-gases (burner) and heat recovery (air preheater, vaporizer). As 
only very limited experience is available with the operation of SOFC plants, a dynamic simulation 
model of the 20 kW system was developed in this work. 
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2 MODELLING APPROACH 
 
The fuel cell system and its components were decomposed and structured into a network of coupled unit 
operations. Following the concept of Gilles et al. [2], all components were modelled using a basic 
mathematical element describing two ideal mixed phases, which are linked to allow heat and mass trans-
fer across the phase boundary (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Subsystem model: Basic element and cascade configuration (adapted from [2]) 

 
 In chemical engineering, the idealization of well mixing is known from continuous stirred tank 
reactors (CSTR). Since a single CSTR can be described by ordinary differential equations representing 
the balance equations, a lumped parameter system is obtained. To consider changes of states within each 
system component in the direction of flow, several elements of the basic mathematical model were 
linked together, forming a cascade of CSTRs.  
 This approach proved to be sufficient for simulating all system components. This includes the SOFC, 
if only system heat-up without electrochemical operation is analyzed. For dynamic simulation of the 
SOFC system under load, a one-dimensional distributed parameter model, which has already been 
developed at Forschungszentrum Jülich, was implemented into the system simulation. 
 The states within each reactor were described be means of unsteady-state material and energy 
balance equations. Heat conduction in the direction of flow, kinetic and potential energies, energy 
dissipation by friction and diffusion effects were neglected. Assuming constant pressure within single 
reactor elements and an ideal thermodynamic behaviour of gases and gas mixtures, the resulting energy 
balance for each gas compartment is written as [3, 4] 
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where (index 0 representing input state) 
 
T: thermodynamic temperature jr : rate of chemical reaction j 

in& : molar flow rate of species i  ijν : stoich. coeff. of species i in reaction j 
hmi: molar enthalpy of species i Q& : exchanged heat flow 
cpmi: mol. const. pressure heat capacity of species i W& : exchanged electrical or shaft work 
 
 All wall material of an element is lumped together to a mass m with a specific constant pressure heat 
capacity cp, thus leading to the energy balance for each wall segment: 
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 The mole balance for each gas compartment can be expressed in terms of mole fractions xi=ni/n, thus 
leading to [3, 4] 
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where 
 
p:    reactor total pressure    V:  reactor volume 
R:   gas constant 
 
 With dn/dt derived from the equation of state for the ideal gas at constant pressure and volume, the 
overall mole stream at the reactor exit,  can be expressed by ,n&
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 Matlab/Simulink was chosen as a simulation environment, allowing the system to be represented in a 
modular and flexible way in terms of a block diagram. Design and operating parameters can be specified 
for all components by means of convenient graphical user interfaces. To speed up simulation, all 
underlying equations describing the dynamic behaviour of the components, such as balance equations, 
reaction kinetics or mass and heat transfer correlations, were implemented in C language.  
 
 
 
3 MODEL VALIDATION  
 
All system components were modelled using the approach of a cascade of CSTRs explained above, 
focusing on the correct description of their dynamic input-output behaviour. Geometries and material 
properties for the fuel cell, reformer, burner, vaporizer and heat exchanger were adopted from existing 
components, which also had been extensively tested at Forschungszentrum Jülich. Therefore, all com-
ponent models developed in this work could be validated with experimental data. Modelling details of 
individual components, such as heat transfer correlations or reaction kinetics used for simulation as well 
as validation results for the air preheater and the reformer model have been presented earlier [4]. 
Validation results for the burner model are shown in figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3: Measurement and simulation of burner operation 

 



 In the 20 kW system shown in figure 1, unused fuel leaving the anode side of the SOFC is injected 
into a depleted air stream coming from the cathode side. Self-ignition is possible due to operating 
temperatures higher than the ignition temperature of the fuel. Figure 3 shows measurement and 
simulation results of such a non-premixed combustion process using a simulated SOFC anode off-gas 
containing hydrogen and carbon monoxide as a fuel. Flow rates V and temperatures T are plotted for 
both measured and simulated data over time t. Maximum deviations between measured and simulated 
burner off-gas temperatures are below 15 °C or 2.5 %. 

&

 
 
 
4 SYSTEM HEAT-UP SIMULATION 
 
A typical application for a high temperature fuel cell system is stationary combined heat and electrical 
power generation. If a system was taken out of operation for a longer period, and therefore cooled down 
to ambient temperature, it has to undergo a heat- and start-up process before it can operate at nominal 
load again. In the heat-up process all system components are brought to their start-up temperatures. For 
the SOFC, the start-up temperature is at about 600 °C. Approximated values of minimum temperatures 
required for other system components are given in table 1.  

 
Table 1: Minimum temperatures required for start-up 

    
 SOFC: 600 °C    
 Reformer: 350-450 °C (to allow pre-reforming of at least 20 %)  
 Evaporator: 300-400 °C (to ensure complete water evaporation)  
 Burner: 650 °C (for self-ignition of natural gas)  
    

 

 After heat-up is finished, the SOFC can start delivering energy, while waste heat generated within 
the fuel cell and in the burner will further heat-up the system to its full-load steady-state operation 
temperature, which is above 700 °C.  
 System heat-up strategies basically can be classified into three categories according to the type of 
heat source used to deliver the energy: 
 
1. Heat provided by combustion only:  

Fuel is fed to the burner and burned after spark ignition or by catalytic combustion (at ambient 
temperature, catalytic combustion is limited to hydrogen-rich gas). 

2. Heat provided by electricity only: 
One or several components are heated by means of electrical heating elements.  

3. Heat provided by both combustion and electricity:  
The burner and (optional additional components) are heated electrically. When self-ignition 
temperatures are reached, fuel is supplied and directly converted in the burner. 

 
 Heat supplied to a single component can be distributed to other components by means of convection, 
conduction and radiation. As maximum wall temperatures in the SOFC system considered here are 
limited to about 900 °C due to material properties, radiation effects will be small. Heat conduction can 
play an important role especially in thermal highly integrated fuel cell systems. Although this is true for 
the system described above [5], heat conduction was not considered in the simulation. Instead, heat was 
distributed between heated and unheated system components by forced convection due to a gas stream. 
Heat loss because of natural convection was considered for all components. 
 Direct heating of the SOFC itself might induce thermal stress between ceramic and metallic materials 
and is therefore difficult to handle, especially as there still is only limited knowledge about tolerable 
temperature gradients within the fuel cell. Therefore, only indirect heat-up of the SOFC by convection 
was investigated in this study. 
 For dynamic heat-up simulation, input power was chosen to be 40 kW, which is close to the higher 
heating value of the natural gas stream required for full-load operation of the system. In the present 



system design, direct electrical heating of single components could reduce the complexity of control 
requirements in comparison to heat-up by combustion. However, heating up the SOFC indirectly by 
electrical heating of, for example, the burner, is disadvantageous: In comparison to heat-up by 
combustion, all heat has to be transferred first to the convective gas stream, and the maximum gas 
stream temperature will always lie below the wall temperature of  the burner, which here is limited to 
900 °C. The situation improves if heat is supplied to the system by combustion of natural gas within the 
burner, as higher gas stream temperatures can be realised. To ensure not to exceed the maximum burner 
wall temperature, excess air has to be supplied. In the simulation, this is done automatically by 
calculating the required excess air stream for a given adiabatic flame temperature. If the whole system is 
heated up from ambient temperature by combustion heat only, condensation of water vapour in the 
off-gas in cold components has to be avoided. Here, a minimum amount of excess air has to be provided, 
which is determined by the dew point of the off-gas mixture. In practice, heating up the system from 
ambient temperature only by combustion might cause additional difficulties such as flame extinction 
due to blow-out, or incomplete combustion. Electrical preheating of the burner above self-ignition 
temperature before injecting fuel gas could overcome these problems. 
 
 Dynamic simulation was performed for the system configuration shown in figure 1. As discussed 
before, only indirect heat-up of the SOFC was investigated. Natural gas (85 mol-% CH4, 6 mol-% C2H6, 
3 mol-% C3H8, 1 mol-% CO2, 5 mol-% N2) was fed directly to the burner, while the air stream entered 
the system through the air preheater. Figure 4 shows a system heat-up from ambient temperature with 
heat only generated by combustion of natural gas in the burner, assuming spark ignition. Average 
temperatures T, air flow rates and excess air ratio λ are shown over time t.  m&
 

 
Figure 4: Simulation results for system heat-up by natural gas combustion 

 
 The simulation results indicate that after 5 to 10 h all components have reached their start-up 
temperature. To keep off-gas and burner wall temperatures below an acceptable limit, the adiabatic 
flame temperature – calculated from the incoming gas streams – was set to 1000 °C.  
 
 Figure 5 shows dynamic simulation results of a system heat-up where the burner was preheated 
electrically to 650 °C (which is above the self-ignition temperature of natural gas), before fuel was 
supplied to it. Electrical heating was shut-down immediately after fuel was supplied and the self-ignited 
combustion process started. 

 



 
Figure 5: Simulation results for system heat-up by electric burner preheating 

and subsequent self-ignited combustion 
 
While within the first hour only the burner is heated considerably, the other system components are then 
- in comparison to the previous simulation run - preheated faster due to the higher temperature reached 
at the beginning of combustion. All in all, similar heat-up times as in the pure combustion case can be 
reached with this procedure, avoiding possible difficulties with flame extinction mentioned before.  
 
 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Dynamic simulation is becoming an increasingly important tool for supporting the design process and 
the operation of complex technical systems. In this work, a dynamic simulation model of a high 
temperature fuel cell system was developed on the basis of Matlab/Simulink. The component models 
were developed using a cascade of CSTR to describe their dynamic behaviour. Based on real compo-
nents which had been extensively tested at Forschungszentrum Jülich, all models could be validated. 
Different system heat-up strategies were discussed, and combustion-based heat-up of a complete SOFC 
system which will be operated in the near future was simulated. The simulation results indicate that 
heat-up of such a system could be realized within a few hours. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Study analyses by stochastic simulation basic quantitative information characteristics on classic and 
parallel functional differences in the specific area of maritime logistics (the intelligent transport system 
for port system - ITSPS). Work comparatively research mainly two adequate models of transport system 
for port system logistics (classical and intelligent), and their main information parameters are stressed. 
This study develops a specific framework that is called M/M/S model of stochastic simulations. The 
framework is being applied in the context of ITSPS, where eDocuments are a foundation to examine the 
parallel production network of supply relationships for specific ITSPS transport. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the influence of the new electronic commerce technologies has become more and more evident, 
especially with the new parallelism possibilities of the intelligent transport system for port system 
(ITSPS) informatics services, the focal point of interest in this study is directed towards the flow of 
parallel information (documents throughout communications) within the ITSPS logistics value chain. In 
order to be able to define these characteristics of the ITSPS, this research was primarily oriented to the 
analysis of these parallel information service links of the ITSPS transport logistics value chain (not only 
communications and inter-organization links). Because of simplicity, detail technical characteristics of 
this relatively new ITSPS information technology have not been explicitly pointed out here. In order to 
determine what is the real value of the new electronic commerce technologies within the ITSPS 
transport logistics value chain this stochastic simulation analysis was done. Study analyses by stochastic 
simulation basic quantitative information characteristics on classic and parallel functional differences in 
the specific area of maritime logistics (transport system for port system). Also, study comparatively 
research mainly two adequate models of transport system for port system logistics (classical – CITS, and 
intelligent or parallel - PITS), and their main information parameters are stressed. Another objective of 
the study was to report some comparative findings of a stochastic simulation of the parallel document 



flows at the ITSPS as specific transport supply chains, which was done in this study. Because there is no 
single theoretical perspective which can explain the right impact of new electronic commerce 
possibilities on inter-organizational relationships, approach in this study tend to be too simple to address 
the real complexity of the observable phenomena (of electronic services and information flows 
parallelism). This study develops a specific framework that is called M/M/S model of stochastic 
simulations, for an easier understanding of the related ITSPS technologies. The framework is being 
applied in the context of a stochastic simulation and a comparative analysis of ITSPS supply 
relationships in the maritime transport industry, where eDocuments are a foundation to examine the 
parallel production network of supply relationships for specific ITSPS transport. 
 
 
2 SPECIFIC SIMULATION MODELLING RESULTS 
 
This study develops specific ITSPS simulations and extends new aspects of previous researches. 
Previous researches make basic contextual analysis of the transport logistic value chain, especially with 
respect to the economic, social, and processor - communication view [2]. Model of the modern ITSPS in 
Croatia is influenced with many developments in the specific area of maritime logistics, supply chain, 
financing possibilities, a new accounting system/possibility (introduced from the European Union, and 
adopted in Croatia), and especially with the electronic commerce developments. This study is part of the 
basic research, which has two main directions: simulation and ITSPS transport network relationships. 
Detail technical characteristics of these relatively new ITSPS information technologies have not been 
explicitly pointed out here. During the study preserved for ITSPS modelling the specific model M/M/S 
of the “queuing theory” was used [3]. This specific M/M/s model for ITSPS assumes: that all 
inter-arrival times are independently and identically distributed according to an exponential distribution 
(information input process is Poisson); that all parallel information service times are independently and 
identically distributed according to another exponential distribution (information service process is 
Poisson); and that the number of parallel servers is s (any positive integer), but in this study related to 
virtual ITSPS market practice and related information function it is supposed that they can vary from 
minimum 1 to maximum 6. This is multi-channel (complex parallel or multi-channel information 
supplying system, with more than one server for information services) supplying system model with 
exponential distribution (Markovian) of inter-arrival times (of information, or of eDocument) and of 
(supplying) service times [9]. Now with the equal distribution of information supplying time, with 
expected information service time about 1/µ (µn is mean information service rate for overall ITSPS, or 
expected number of clients (information, or eDocument data) completing information service per unit 
time), and with exponentially distributed inter-arrival time of information at expected average rate of 
1/λ (λn is mean arrival rate, or expected number of information arrivals per unit time), that is the most 
simplified type of Markovian analytical system with supposed infinite analytical capacity (Y = ∞), and 
with priorities in queue discipline. We are analytically researching only the ITSPS cases in which there 
are no possibilities for any closeness of multi-channels model of information supplying function, or 
when utilisation factor for the analytical service facility is ρs < 1 ⇔ λ < sµ (and ρs = λ/sµ). Basic results 
for average measures of success (in stationary state condition) can be represented with stochastic 
relations. In ITSPS multi-channels M/M/s model there is priority sub-system with N = 1, 2, ... , k relative 
priorities classes, and where Wk is steady-state or total expected waiting time in the whole information 
system of ITSPS (including service time, or information supplying time). With introducing only two 
relative priority classes of information supplying function in the ITSPS model (as M/M/1 model with 
priorities concept), here is information with higher priority of relative information supplying order, 
which have mean arrival rate λ1 (i priority class is equal 1), and information with lower priority of 
relative information supplying order which have mean arrival rate λ2 (i priority class is equal 2). 
Parameter of their corporate (coupled) input exponential distribution is λ, and it is their arithmetic sum 
(λ = λ1 + λ2). Information supplying function is the same for both type of information, and have mean 
service rate µ. Wk is steady-state or total expected waiting time in the whole information system 
(including information service time, or information supplying time), where W = E(W) and Wk is for a 
member of priority class k, which is  k = 1, 2, ... , N. In stationary model situations all variables can be 
explained as it is in [3]. It was study about behaviour of developed M/M/s ITSPS model types in relation 



with various intensity of information traffic (Table 1). Here is changing exploiting variables of 
information system (ρs = λ / s µ), in all combinations for values: λ = {2, 3, 4}, µ = {4, 5, 6}, and for 
M/M/s models, where s = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, or number of information servers varies from 1 to 6. It was 
completely finished 54 simulation-modelling experiments with different types of M/M/s multi-channel 
analytical models [3].  
 

Table 1. Different exploiting level (ρs) of various information system (M/M/s) types  
 

ρs = λ / (s⋅µ) 
↓ 

λ = 4  
s = 1 

λ=3 
s =1 

λ=2 
s =1 

λ=4 
s =2 

λ=3 
s =2 

λ=4 
s =3 

λ=2 
s =2 

λ=3 
s =3 

λ=4 
s =4 

µ=4 - 0.750 0.500 0.375 0.333 0.250 
µ=5 0.800 0.600 0.400 0.300 0.267 0.200 
µ=6 0.667 0.500 0.333 0.250 0.222 0.167 

µ=4 0.200 0.188 0.167 0.150 0.125 0.100 0.083 
µ=5 0.160 0.150 0.133 0.120 0.100 0.080 0.067 
µ=6 0.133 0.125 0.111 0.100 0.083 0.067 0.056 

↑ 
ρs = λ / (s⋅µ) 

λ=4 
s =5 

λ=3 
s =4 

λ=2 
s =3 

λ=4 
s =6 

λ=3 
s =5 

λ=2 
s =4 

λ=3 
s =6 

λ=2 
s =5 

λ=2 
s =6 

 
Also, it was analytically compared the potential difference between both ITSPS M/M/s models (“ITSPS 
with parallel services” - PITS and “classical ITSPS” - CITS) by stochastic simulations, but in almost the 
same experimental situation. In this situation for PITS model it was selected stronger M/M/5 simulation 
model and weaker M/M/3 simulation model for CITS (because it has 2 channels or servers minus). For 
both simulation models it was used the same intensity of information traffic. Concrete, λk = 4, and µ = 5. 
Also, the numbers of non pre-emptive classes are minimally different. Consequently, for PITS 
simulation model here it was used only N=3 different non pre-emptive classes, and for CITS simulation 
model only N=2 different non pre-emptive classes. Mean exponential distribution of expected 
information service time (or mean information service rate for overall ITSPS, µn) was (1/µn = 0.2) the 
same for experimental situations. With almost the same experimental situation for both simulation 
models (PITS and CITS), λk = 4, µ = 5, with λkPITS = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1.4 + 1.3 + 1.3 = 4 for PITS 
simulation model (N=3), and λkCITS = λ1 + λ2 = 2 + 2 = 4 for CITS simulation model (N=2). 
Simulation-modelling experiments results are here. This computer-based simulation modelling design 
and all stochastic simulations we prepared with program «ProbMod», which is modular developed 
McGraw-Hill program for various simulation solutions [1]. Variables (shaded) in table 2 are telling that 
for the first non pre-emptive priority class there are significantly lower waiting times (Wq(1) is lower for 
98.45%) for the PITS model then for the CITS model, and there are significantly lower information 
numbers (Lq(1) is lower for 98.91%) for the PITS model then for the CITS model. Results from 
stochastic simulations experiments with 100000 arrivals of analytical data/information are in table 3. 
Because of well known problem of stochastic convergence, after simulation modelling experiments it 
was done nine different series of stochastic simulations with: 100000, 50000, 10000, 5000, 1000, 500, 
100, 50, and 10 arrivals of information data (or eDocuments). The number of completely finished 
stochastic simulation cycles was 20275 for PITS model and 40627 for CITS model. Also the summary 
time of stochastic simulations was 44302.78 seconds for PITS model and 99821.06 seconds for CITS 
model. 
 

Table 2. Experimental simulation modelling results for the similar situation 
 

  k=1 k=1 k=2 k=2 k=3 
M/M/s  PITS CITS PITS CITS PITS 

Lk 0.280087 0.408005 0.260090 0.410916 0.260101 
Wk 0.200062 0.204003 0.200069 0.205458 0.200078 

Lq(k) 0.000087 0.008005 0.000090 0.010916 0.000101 
Wq(k) 0.000062 0.004003 0.000069 0.005458 0.000078 



 
Table 3. Stochastic simulation results with 100000 arrivals of information data 

 
  k=1 k=1 k=2 k=2 k=3 

 M/M/s PITS CITS PITS CITS PITS 
Wk 0.200219 0.200680 0.200684 0.199899 0.199597 
Lk 0.144390 0.100041 0.153985 0.100603 0.153431 

Wq(k) 0.000005 0.000062 0.000006 0.000102 0.000004 
Lq(k) 0.000004 0.000031 0.000005 0.000051 0.000003 

 
Table 4. Experimental simulation modelling results for the minimally different situation 

 
  k=1 k=1 k=2 k=2 k=3 

M/M/s  PITS CITS PITS CITS PITS 
Lk 0.400127 0.613008 0.200072 0.205913 0.200079 
Wk 0.200064 0.204336 0.200072 0.205913 0.200079 

Lq(k) 0.000127 0.013008 0.000072 0.005913 0.000079 
Wq(k) 0,000064 0.004336 0.000072 0.005913 0.000079 

 
Variables in shaded parts of  table 4 are telling that for the first non pre-emptive priority class we have 
significantly lower time (Wq(1) is lower for 91.94%) for the PITS model then for the CITS model, and 
that we have significantly lower information number (Lq(1) is lower for 87.10%) for the PITS model 
then for the CITS model. While analytically comparing the simulation (or financial) characteristics of 
the ITSPS, one has concluded that they both don’t coincide with to a very high level, because PITS 
model is significantly better. And now we have experimental simulation modelling results for the 
minimally different situation, where for PITS we have (for N = 3) λkPITS = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 2 + 1 + 1 = 4 and 
for CITS we have (for N = 2) λkCITS = λ1 + λ2 = 3 + 1 = 4, with the same 1/µn = 0.2. Stochastic 
simulations experiments results with 100000 data arrivals are in table 5. 
 

Table 5. Stochastic simulation results with 100000 arrivals of information data 
 

  k=1 k=1 k=2 k=2 k=3 
M/M/s  PITS CITS PITS CITS PITS 

Wk 0.200735 0.197131 0.200373 0.200705 0.199651 
Lk 0.100096 0.065991 0.200899 0,200230 0.200340 

Wq(k) 0.000014 0.000184 0.000009 0.000188 0.000012 
Lq(k) 0.000007 0.000061 0.000009 0.000188 0.000012 

 
 
3 SIMULATION MODELLING RESULTS - DATA FROM PORT RIJEKA 
 
Now we used data acquired from Croatian international port Rijeka as real ITSPS model for CITS and 
PITS systems, where we adopted specific marks: RI-CITS i RI-PITS. Simulation environment is almost 
the same as previous. Original data about number of ship arrivals were given from port Rijeka: container 
terminal Brajdica, terminal for containers, oil terminal Omišalj, petrochemical terminal Sepen, tanker 
docks Urinj and refinery Bakar. Total number of ship (exponential in time of) arrivals is 2934, with 
minimally 27 document transactions (transfers), what are totally (minimally) 79218 various information 
arrivals. Simulation variables for the similar situation are telling that for the first non pre-emptive 
priority class we have significantly lower time (Wq(1) is lower for 91.30%) for the RI-PITS model then 
for the RI-CITS model, and that we have significantly lower information number (Lq(1) is lower for 
85.29%) for the RI-PITS model then for the RI-CITS model. Simulation variables for the minimally 
different situation are telling that for the first non pre-emptive priority class we have significantly lower 
time (Wq(1) is lower for 95.10%) for the RI-PITS model then for the RI-CITS model, and that we have 
significantly lower information number (Lq(1) is lower for 93.93%) for the RI-PITS then RI-CITS. 



Tablica 6. Exponential distribution of ship arrivals at terminals: Brajdica, Bakar and Silos 
(Port Rijeka empirical data: January 2003 - January 2004 + SW - Statistica version 6.0) 

 
terminal 
Brajdica 

Variable: Var2, Distribution: Exponential 
Chi-Square = 525,28903, df = 5 (adjusted) : p = 0:00000 

Upper  
Boundary 

Observed 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Observed 

Percent 
Observed 

Cumul. % 
Observed

Expected 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Expected 

Percent 
Expected 

<= 5000,00000 1 ' 1 ,56250 1,5625 8,07939 8,07939 19.72506
10000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 7,05944 15,13883 17.23496
15000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 6,16825 21 ,30708 15,05921
20000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 5,38957 26,69665 13.15813
25000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 4,70919 31 ,40584 11,49705
30000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 4,11470 35,52054 10.04565
35000,00000 0 ' 0,00000 1,5625 3,59526 39,11580 8.77749
40000,00000 63 64 98,43750 100,0000 3,14139 42,25719 7,66941
< Infinity 0 64 0,00000 100,0000 21,74281 64,00000 53.08303

Variable: Var2. Distribution: Exponential 
Chi-Square = 2380,98654 : df = 7, p = 0;00000 

terminal 
Bakar 
Upper 
Boundary 

Observed 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Observed 

Percent 
Observed 

Cumul. % 
Observed

Expected 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Expected 

Percent 
Expected 

<= 5000,00000 ' 1 0,80000 0,8000 15,59969 15,5997 9.98380
10000,00000 0  0,00000 0,8000 13,65289 29,2526 8.73785
15000,00000 0  0,00000 0,8000 11,94904 41,2016 7,64739
20000,00000 0  0,00000 0,8000 10,45783 51,6594 6,69301
25000,00000 0  0,00000 0,8000 9,15272 60,8122 5,85774
30000,00000 0  0,00000 0,8000 8,01048 68,8226 5.12671
35000,00000 0 1 0,00000 0,8000 7,01079 75,8334 4.48691
40000,00000 124 125 99,20000 100,0000 6,13586 81,9693 3,92695
< Infinity 0 125 0,00000 100,0000 43,03070 125.0000 27.53965

terminal 
Silos 

Variable: Var2, Distribution: Exponential 
Chi-Square = 86,05700, df = 4 (adjusted) , p = 0,00000                                                           | 

Upper  
Boundary 

Observed 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Observed 

Percent 
Observed

Cumul. % 
Observed

Expected 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Expected 

Percent 
Expected 

<= 5000,00000 1  1,72414 1,7241 7,31434 7,31434 21.74299
10000,00000 0  0,00000 1,7241 6,39193 13,70628 19,00099
15000,00000 0  0,00000 1,7241 5,58585 19,29213 16,60479
20000,00000 0  0,00000 1,7241 4,88142 24,17355 14,51077
25000,00000 0  0,00000 1,7241 4,26583 28,43938 12,68083
30000,00000 0  0,00000 1,7241 3,72787 32,16725 11,08166
35000,00000 0 1 0,00000 1,7241 3,25775 35,42500 9,68416
40000,00000 57 58 98,27586 100,0000 2,84692 38,27192 8.46289
< Infinity 0 58 0,00000 100,0000 19,72808 58,00000 58.64471

 
Table 7. Experimental simulation modelling results for the similar and minimally different situation 

 
  k=1 k=1 k=2 k=2 k=3 

 M/M/s RI-PITS RI-CITS RI-PITS RI-CITS RI-PITS 
similar situation 

Wk 0.200925 0.199602 0.201044 0.199716 0.199835 
Lk 0.144688 0.099476 0.154078 0.099606 0.154086 

Wq(k) 0.000006 0.000069 0.000008 0.000098 0.000005 
Lq(k) 0.000005 0.000034 0.000006 0.000049 0.000004 

minimally different situation 
Wk 0.201627 0.197806 0.200712 0.200442 0.199949 
Lk 0.100388 0.066372 0.200882 0.199228 0.201244 

Wq(k) 0.000009 0.000197 0.000008 0.000188 0.000008 
Lq(k) 0.000004 0.000066 0.000008 0.000187 0.000008 

 



 
 

Figure 1. Conceptually, E(TAC)min = E(ASC) + E(CAWT) 
 
Researching Croatian documentation processing prices we used data from [2, 8], where: classical 
documentation processing prices - Ckd = (vary from 7.4 to) 7.5 US$; digital documentation processing 
prices - Cdd = (vary from 0.75 to) 4.52 US$. Solution is: E(TAC)min = E(ASC) + E(CAWT), where 
economical accepted optimal transaction price E(TAC)min of documents processing is equal to minimal 
sum of application service price for documents processing E(ASC) and economical accepted application 
waiting time for documents processing E(CAWT), as on figure 1 (where: EAC is expected economical 
application of price, and ASL is ITS service application level). According to fact that Ckd = vary from 
1.66 Cdd to 9.87 Cdd ITSPS model for PITS is significantly better.  Application service price for digital 
documents processing E(ASC)PITS is almost ten times lower, and lower is economical accepted 
application waiting time for digital documents processing E(CAWT) - for PITS ITSPS models (and in 
opposite we have almost three times longer waiting times for classical documents processing or for 
CITS).  
 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
Conclusion of this work is that quantitative simulation modelling of specific human market interactions 
correlated with parallelism of activities of ITSPS and show strong needs for movement from stand alone 
ITSPS solutions to the integrated supply chains for Port System. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In the paper an integrated micro-mechanical system, operating as acceleration sensor is described. 
Modelling steps are first introduced for simulation and animation purposes of open-loop behaviour, 
while in the second part some of dynamical properties are improved by realization of close-loop 
operation. With suitably designed controller working point and frequency range can be adjusted 
regarding operation goals while in the same time good linearization effects of highly nonlinear system 
were achieved. Modelling and simulation results  prove very good matching with measurement data. 
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Smart sensors, acceleration sensor, micro-mechanical systems.  
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The application of large number of electronic systems in automotive industry has created huge demand 
for cheap, accurate and mass producible sensors. These sensors are essential elements in various 
systems from motor control, active suspension, power steering, air-bag control and stabilization systems. 
Integrated micro-mechanical sensors are ideal answer to those demands as they are suitable for volume 
production of accurate, cheap and extremely small sensors for different physical quantities such as 
pressure, acceleration, rotation speed and many others [1,6]. 

The micro-mechanical sensor comprises two main parts. The first is the micro-mechanical device 
and the second part is the  electronic system. The micro - mechanical sensor element is in our case 
realized during post-processing of the silicon wafer resulting in fully integrated system comprising both 
mechanical and electronic part as a single device - an integrated acceleration sensor. Such sensor system 
offers many advantages in terms of cost and reliability but limits the choice of material of mechanical 
part to silicon and silicon oxide and the geometry of the mechanical device to predominately 
two-dimensional structure. 
 
 
2 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND OPEN-LOOP SIMULATION 
 
The mechanical part of the measurement system is a silicon cantilever attached on top of the  integrated 
electronic system. The electronic part is realized using standard micro-electronic production techniques 



and interacts with the mechanical part using capacitive position sensing principles. It exerts force on 
mechanical part by means of electrostatic force.  The cross-section of mechanical part and electrodes 
connecting the mechanical and electronic part are presented in Fig1. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic System Representation 
 

To successfully join both parts into a measurement system the task of modeling the complete system is 
of vital importance. The stem level model must comprise the model of electronic part, the model of 
mechanical part and all the interactions between the two. In case of close - loop operation where the 
level of interactions between the electronic and mechanical part is quite high due to the force balancing 
feedback system the resulting model becomes relatively complex. 

Regarding mechanical part of the system it is obvious that it should be represented with partial 
differential equation [3,5]. But such description is not very suitable for dynamical simulation purposes 
[5]. So the cantilever was divided into twenty segments (finite - element differential description), each 
consisting of mass, spring and damping element. Dumping element was omitted only at the free moving 
end due to the boundary conditions. Equilibrium equations for each segment and corresponding 
boundary conditions were calculated in the form of displacement and rotation angle to merge all 
cantilever parts. In this way also the influences of electrical part were separated due to the position of 
each cantilever segment (see Fig. 2).  
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Forces Influencing the Beam Position 



 
It is important to point out that the dynamical model properties are heavily influenced with the air 
damping mechanisms [2, 8]. The reason can be detected in the strange geometry of the mechanical 
system (small air gap in comparison to cantilever width and length). This implies that the air can not 
freely move. We found out that the usual equation for air damping of flat object is not very good 
approximation in our case. Good results were obtained with the following description: 
 

     4i
i

Rb
y
µ

=                                                                          (1) 

 
where m is the viscosity, R is geometry dependant constant and yi  is the distance of the i-th cantilever 
segment from silicon surface. Model describing mechanical part has therefore 40-states (2 for each 
element) and is highly nonlinear. 

As mentioned the cantilever beam is placed above the measurement electronic consisting of two 
main capacitor plates forming the capacitance to the beam as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Electrostatic force of 
each element of the corresponding capacitor to the corresponding part of the beam can be described with 
the following equation: 
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where ε is dielectric constant, Ai is the area of the i-th part of the capacitor and Uin is applied input 
voltage. It must be taken into account that the applied voltage on both capacitors was in open - loop 
mode only up to 50% (in our case 25%) of the time due to the multiplexing of measurement and 
actuation. So for open-loop behaviour the equation (2) was replaced with: 
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Deflection measurement property can be for each capacitor segment described with: 
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where Ki are adjustable constants of electronic measurement system. In our case for measurement 
purposes only capacitor 1 was used and the output voltage was evaluated as the average value of all 
segments above the capacitor plate: 
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= U∑                                                                      (5) 

 
The open-loop measurements of dynamic system behavior consisted of time domain observation of 

the cantilever tip displacement resulting from step function changes in actuation voltage. The digital 
oscilloscope was used to track the beam tip movement as measured by the distance sensing electronic. 
System and model responses for different step changes are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. In both figures 
input voltage is presented first and followed by the beam tip displacement. In the third part measurement 
data (solid lines) are compared with model responses (dashed lines). All simulation results were 
obtained using Matlab/Simulink program environment [4,7]. 
 



 
 

Figure 3.  Open-Loop System Responses In Comparison With Measurement Data 
(Input Voltage Changes From 0 to 3 V) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  Open-Loop System Responses In Comparison With Measurement Data 
(Input Voltage Changes From 3 to 4 V) 



 
3 CLOSE-LOOP SYSTEM REALIZATION 
 
The block diagram in Fig. 5 presents the electronical part of the system as implemented in the close-loop 
system. It consists of high sensitive beam position measuring system and actuation system. They were 
developed using transistor level simulation tool SPICE [9-11]. 
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Figure 5.  Electronical Part of Combined System 
 

The position sensing signal is created by the change in beam tip position. It influences the sensing 
capacitance (Cx)  between the beam and sensing electrode, thus changing the amplitude of the signal on 
node S. The output of the voltage follower buffering the node (S) signal is further processed in a system 
where upper and lower peak values of the signal are sampled (signals (H) and (L)). The voltage 
difference of both signal peaks is calculated in the next signal processing step and DC offset removed 
using zero position adjustment. The electronic position measurement system thus basically transforms 
the displacement of the beam tip to a change in peak-to-peak voltage of the divided excitation signal 
which is further converted to a direct voltage output by means of peak-to-peak sampling. 

The output of the position sensing part is used as the input for actuation part. The actuation is realized 
using fixed actuation voltage (as defined through actuation voltage input) which is applied on the 
actuation capacitor Ca. To increase or decrease the electrostatic force the pulse width modulation (PWM) 
principle is used. This means that the actuation voltage is constant and only the percentage of time the 
voltage is applied is changing. The benefit is that the relation between PWM ratio and force is linear. In 
case we would use the change in actuation voltage to change the electrostatic force the relation would 
become quadratic.  

The most important external input to the system is the ‘DC adjust control’. With the selection of this 
voltage we basically define the operating point of the system. For the system to be in equilibrium the  
‘position output’ voltage must be close to the system reference voltage. As the signal ‘position out’ is 
basically a sum of the beam position measurement and the ‘DC adjust control’ any change of this 
voltage must be compensated by the change in beam tip position. In other words we can use to ‘DC 
adjust control’ to position the beam. Of cause the electrostatic force can only attract the beam, so we 
have to pre-tense the beam to be able to compensate both negative and positive acceleration forces. 

In the close loop system evaluation we also used the ‘DC adjust control’ voltage as  input stimulus. A 
change in this voltage triggered a direct change in ‘position output’ signal. This is basically an error 
signal in our close-loop system so the PWM block immediately reacted by changing the electrostatic 
force. The beam position started to change till new equilibrium was reached.  

Described controlling functions were added also to simulation scheme in Simulink environment and 
again measurement result were compared with model responses as is presented in Fig. 6 with error 
signal. The measurement data are again presented with solid line and the dashed line is model response.   



 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Close - Loop Model Response (Error Function)  In Comparison With Measurement Data 
 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the paper modelling  and simulation results are presented for open and close-loop behaviour of 
combined micro-mechanical and micro-electronical system in the function of acceleration sensor. From 
presented results can be concluded that high degree of model compliance was achieved and will be used 
for further optimization of the system, saving a lot of extremely costly experiments.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents a recursive algorithm for calculating the forward dynamics of general rigid-body 
systems using a subsystem approach that is well suited for parallel processing. It is an exact, non-
iterative algorithm and is applicable to mechanisms with any joint type and any topology, including 
branches and kinematic loops. The calculation of accelerations has O(log(n)) time complexity on O(n) 
processors, that is comparable with the fastest available parallel algorithms. We developed an object-
oriented simulation tool that is based on our method. The test simulation of a car suspension system 
with the closed-loop structure shows the stability of our algorithm.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The development of a tool for simulation of mechanical systems is a sophisticated problem. 
Simulating software should satisfy the wide set of conditions: numerical efficiency, stability, 
distributivity, flexibility, interaction with other tools, distributed development, etc.  

Trying to satisfy all demands, the modern simulation tools use the object-oriented method. But 
though the object-oriented approach has a huge number of advantages, this type of modularization in 
most cases is given up during simulation, especially for mechanical systems because common 
modelling formulations use access to the complete system to calculate all accelerations needed. From 
the other hand, there are big advantages of a simulation on the basis of subsystems:  

1.  Subsystems can be modelled, tested and compiled. Then they can be used in a way similar to 
software components that encapsulate their internal structure and can be connected via interfaces. 

2.  Critical effects like coulomb friction, backslash etc. can be encapsulated inside a subsystem. 
3.  Subsystems are ideal candidates for the partitioning of large systems on multiple processors. 
Our goal is to create an object-oriented method for the distributed simulation of multibodies 

with variable number of degrees of freedom. Unlike of a huge number of other methods, we keep the 



block-module concept during simulation. Based on our method we develop the simulation software 
that can be implemented for the simulation of mechanical parts of mechatronic systems. 

 
 
 

2 DESCRIPTION OF METHOD 
 
In our method we perform the simulation using the hierarchy of submodels. The submodels of the first 
level consist of connected bodies. The submodels of next levels (called children) consist of connected 
submodels (called parents). Since the main number of calculations proceeds inside submodels, it 
follows that we can easily distribute the simulation on several processors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Simulation steps 
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During the simulation on each time step we perform several operations, shown in Fig. 1:  
1. Calculation of absolute coordinates and velocities. Using the current value of generalized 

velocities w and coordinates p we consequently calculate the absolute coordinates q and velocities v.  
2. Hierarchical generations of equations of motion. A subsystem gets from its parents their 

dependency matrices D(i) and R(i): 
 
 
 
where  

)(i
ev  is the vector of accelerations of i-th parent’s bordering bodies, 

Q(i) is the vector of forces acting in i-th parent’s external links. 
Here we call a body bordering to a subsystem if it is connected with the external joints and it is 

called internal if it does not have external constraints.  
The subsystem generates matrices D and R using the equation of constraints connecting the 

parents. Here D and R are the dependency matrices:  
 
 
 
where  

ev  is the vector of accelerations of subsystem’s bordering bodies, 
Q is the vector of forces in subsystem’s external links. 

Then the subsystem transmits D and R to its children. 
3. Backward hierarchical calculation of absolute accelerations. A subsystem gets the current 

value of Q from its child. Using Q we calculate ev . Then for each parent i the subsystem calculates 
Q(i) and transforms it to the parent. After we finish, we obtain the absolute acceleration of all bodies. 

4. Calculation of generalized accelerations. Using the current value of absolute accelerations 
v , we consequently calculate the generalized accelerations w . 

5. Calculation of the generalized coordinates and velocities on the next time step. Using a 
favourite ODE integration scheme (e.g. Runge-Kutta or multistep) we obtain the value of 

)~~( 11 ++ nn vq  on the new time step. 
6. Post-stabilization of generalized coordinates and velocities. We use the stabilization 

technique proposed by Ascher, Chin [1]. Their method guarantees the asymptotic stability of 
solution. Our simulation example shows the stability of the technique.  

The calculation of accelerations has O(n/k) time complexity on k<<n processors or O(log(n)) 
time complexity on O(n) processors, that is comparable with the fastest available parallel algorithms 
[3, 2]. 

As you see, we use the combination of generalized and absolute coordinates trying to maximise 
the effectiveness of the method. Using absolute coordinates we can performe distributive calculation 
of forces and accelerations. But using generalized coordinates we perform numericaly efficient 
integration and stabilization.  

The global computation complexity of our method is O(n·D3+t2·s), where n is the total number 
of bodies, D is the upper limit of constraints in a subsystem, t is the number of closed loops and s is 
the total number of bodies in loops.  

 
 
 

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF METHOD 
 

Our tool is based on a strictly capsulated block-module concept proposed by Kasper [4]. This 
approach has some significant advantages: flexibility, top-down design, distributed and quick 
development. Using this approach we implemented our software in Visual Basic 6.0. 
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3.1 Basic objects 
 
In our tools are used eight basic objects:  
1. Timer object is used for the identification of the current time inside of a simulating model. 
2. Ground object simulates is the body whose motion is predefined. There is no restriction on the 

number of ground objects inside of the complete model. 
3. Body object simulates the body whose motion is not predefined.  
4. Body output is used for the working with a body outside of the submodel where the body was 

defined. This is possible because each output object (called child) inherits the parameters (i.e. absolute 
coordinates, velocity etc.) of its parent (the body or the other output). If output’s parameters change 
then the output object automatically changes corresponding parameters of its parent. 

5. Generalized force object describes is an external force or external torque acting on bodies.  
6. Constraint object describes a holonomical constraint connecting several bodies.  
7. Basic subsystem object is a subsystem of the lowest level of hierarchy, that can include body 

objects, ground objects, force objects and output objects.  
8. Derived subsystem object is a subsystem of a high level of hierarchy that can include other 

subsystems, ground objects, force objects and output objects.  
 
 

3.2 Derived objects 
 
The basic objects are parents of derived objects: different types of joints, forces, bodies and 

subsystems. Using Constraint class we developed the four most frequent types of joints: Revolute joint 
Prismatic joint, Ball joint and Rigid connection. 

Using Generalized force class we develop three types of generalised forces: Gravity force and 
Spring Damper. 

 
 
 

4 EXAMPLE OF SIMULATION 
 
We have performed a number of calculations for the problem of the car suspension shown in Fig. 2. 
This example perfectly illustrates all advantages of our method: the object-oriented simulation of 
multibodies, the stabilization of a closed-loop system, the numerical efficiency of the combination of 
absolute and generalized coordinates.  

From the physical point of view the car system consists of the car body (marked in Fig. 2 by 
grey) connected with two suspensions (marked by purple and by yellow) by revolute joints with y-axes 
of rotation, two wheels (marked by red) connected with suspensions by revolute joints with x-axes of 
rotation. Each wheel is connected with a ground by a string. A suspension consists of the damper and 
the beam, where damper’s piston is connected with the beam by the revolute joint (the axe of the joint 
is perpendicular to the frontal plane). 

While the construction of the car model we partition the complete system on several subsystems:  
1. WheelSubsystem is a basic subsystem consists of Body (the steel ring), Ground, String 

and WheelOutput. 
2. DamperSubsystem is a basic subsystem that consists of two Body objects (Cylinder 

and Piston), two Output objects (CylinderOutput and PistonOutput), PrismaticJoint and 
SpringDamper. 

3. SuspensionSubsystem is a derived subsystem consisting of Damper, Beam, 
RevoluteJoint, and two Outputs (CylinderOutput and BeamOutput). 

4. CompleteSystem is a derived subsystem that consists of Beam subsystem (car body), 
two WheelSubsystem objects, RightSuspension, LeftSuspension, six RevoluteJoint 
objects and Gravity.  



We keep this partitioning during the forward dynamic simulation of the car system.  
 

Figure 2: Car system 
 

We choose the time interval to be [0,1.3]. Simulation was performed with Runge-Kutta method 
of the second order with the fixed timestep equal to 0.01s.  

In Fig. 3 is shown the oscillation of the car trunk.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Z-coordinate of CarBody 
 
In Fig. 4 shows the drift of the model. The simulation data shows that the algorithm is stable and 

the model's drift is constant and has the order of the computation accuracy.  
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Figure 4: Drift of the model 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

We developed the recursive object-oriented algorithm for calculating the forward dynamics of general 
rigid-body system using a subsystem approach that is well suited for parallel processing. It is an exact, 
non-iterative algorithm, and is applicable to mechanisms with any joint type and any topology, 
including branches and kinematic loops. The calculation of accelerations has O(log(n)) time 
complexity on O(n) processors, that is comparable with the fastest available parallel algorithms.  

We performed the implementation of our method and developed the object-oriented tool for 
simulation of multibody systems. We created objects that simulate some frequent types of joints and 
generalized forces: 

The experimental data shows the stability of our method. The drift of closed-loop structures is 
limited for a long period of time. Thus, we obtain the experimental proof that our tool can be 
implemented for the simulation of large constrained multibody systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Dependability evaluation is a fundamental step in automated system design. However, the current 
dependability evaluation methods are not appropriate given the level of complexity of such systems.  
Given the ineffectiveness of the available methods, we propose the SAFE-SADT method of 
dependability evaluation.  This method allows the explicit formalization of function interactions, the 
identification of the characteristic values affecting the dependability of complex systems, the 
quantification of RAMS parameters (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety) for the 
system's operational architecture, and the operational architecture’s validation in terms of the 
dependability objectives and constraints required by the functional specifications.  
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Dependability, Automated systems, Monte Carlo simulation, Renewal theory, Safe-SADT.  
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Technological progress has allowed the realization of autonomous, adaptive automated systems that are 
able to make decisions in a given context. These systems are not reduced to simple concepts of process, 
but are considered to be sets of means and actors working together to achieve pre-determined functions. 
For this reason, it is difficult to study the behaviours of such "a priori" complex systems precisely.  
This article can be loosely divided into three parts. In the first, we highlight the concepts of complexity 
as related to the modelling and analysis of automated systems. In the second, we describe the theoretical 
basis of dependability and present the principal analysis methods for the evaluation of RAMS 
parameters. In the third part, we introduce the SAFE-SADT method, which aims both to characterize 
and model the operational architecture, and to integrate the dynamic behaviour of the system in order to 
quantify the RAMS parameters.  
 
 
 
2 SYSTEM COMPLEXITY  
 
A system is defined as a set of discrete elements that are either inter-connected or in interaction [1]. In 
the context of dependability evaluation, the complexity of this set of discrete elements can refer to a 
variety of system aspects:  

- Size Complexity 
Large automated systems must be highly reliable in order for their behaviour to be controlled. 
Obviously, the number of elements in a system has a direct influence on the valuation of 
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dependability.  As the number of elements increases, so does the probability that the system will 
tend to fail [2]. 

- State Complexity   
Size-related complexity often leads to state-related complexity. The states, or modes, of a system 
include operating, stand-bye or failure modes. Detecting and identifying all the modes of an 
automated system without ambiguity is difficult [3].   

- Technological Complexity  
Systematic use of new technologies (such as Information Communication Technologies (ICT), 
Artificial Intelligence, expert systems or communication networks) can lead to failures, mainly 
due to ignorance concerning how these technologies will interact in the system in a given 
environment.  

- Integrational Complexity 
The use of generic components or pre-existing systems when designing new systems or 
improving existing systems can save time and costs, but can also lead to problems due to lack of 
interoperability between subsystems or to the incompatibility of replacement parts. In addition, 
reusing "on-shelf components" in a new environment can modify the characteristics of these 
components and, consequently, the behaviour of the system [4].  

- Stochastic Complexity 
Stochastic complexity is inherent to studies of the stochastic processes that characterize the 
random behaviour of a system in time [5]. Dependability studies principally deal with markovian, 
semi-markovian and non-markovian processes [6].   

- Structural Complexity 
The interactions between system elements or functions are characterized by a variety of 
structures. These structures are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Representation of the main structures 
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3 DEPENDABILITY CONCEPTS 
 
3.1 Mathematical background 
 
Dependability is the science of failures and is characterized by the an entity's aptitude for satisfying one 
or more vital system’s functions under given conditions. Four interdependent parameters define 
dependability: reliability, availability, maintainability, and safety (cf. figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Dependability parameters  

 
 The four pre-determined parameters are associated with the mathematical functions that define them 
(cf. Table 2). 
 



Table 2. Mathematical functions used for estimating RAMS parameters 
 

Expression

Hazard rate h(t)
Probability

density
function f(t)

Cumulative 
distribution 
function F(t)

Function

Expression

Hazard rate h(t)
Probability

density
function f(t)

Cumulative 
distribution 
function F(t)

Function

{ }F(t)=P X t≤ f(t)h(t)=
1-F(t)

dF(t)f(t)=
dt  

 
The repair and failure rates, respectively, λ(t) and µ(t), are directly deduced from the hazard rate 
definition. 
  
 
3.2 Evaluation Method 
 

RAMS parameters should be quantified when designing the system. There are many analysis methods 
using both static and dynamic approaches. The static methods (such as fault trees, event trees and 
reliability block diagrams) do not take into account the evolution of the system over time, while dynamic 
methods (such as the Markov reward method, supplementary variable methods, embedded chains or 
device of stage methods) integrate the evolutionary dynamic aspects. However, system complexity 
makes applying either type of method to entire systems difficult. (See [7] for a description of these 
methods.) 
 
 
 
4 THE SAFE-SADT METHOD 
 
Our objective is to evaluate the dependability (specifically, the RAM parameters) of an overall system 
during the design phase. Because the usual dependability methods are not suitable for complex systems, 
we propose a new method, called SAFE-SADT, whose principles are based on the functional analysis 
method, SADT [8].  
 
 
4.1 Design of automated systems  
 
The functional architecture of automated systems is built according to the functional specifications and 
represents the links and interactions between the system's diverse functions. The main functions are 
divided into the atomic functions that determine the functional architecture. The material architecture 
reflects the choices made concerning the components, macro systems or communication devices that are 
incorporated into the system. The system's operational architecture is established by projecting the 
functional architecture onto the material architecture using the SAFE-SADT method. This operational 
architecture must be validated in terms of the objectives stated in the functional specifications and the 
dependability constraints required by the IEC 61508 standard [9](cf. figure 2). If the dependability 
objectives are not achieved, the model's functions can be modified, components with a higher degree of 
reliability can be integrated or redundant components can be added — all with the aim of improving 
system performances and goals.  
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Figure 2: Design phase for defining validated operational architecture [10] 

 
 

4.2 Description of a SAFE-SADT Model 
 
An automated system can perform several different services (control air-conditioning, control speed, 
etc…). These services are subject to the dependability constraints defined in the functional 
specifications. Material devices, whose intrinsic dependability characteristics are known (from 
manufacturer's data, for example), are associated with these services and allow them to be performed. 
Exploitation modes govern system behaviour, which can undergo both non-controllable events (such as 
failure of material devices or software) and controllable events (such as corrective actions) [11], which 
bring the system back into operating state.   

A SAFE-SADT model is composed of blocks, according to SADT representation [8]. The goal of a 
SAFE-SADT block is two-fold: to specify the dependability target for the functions under study and to 
quantify the functions' RAMS parameters. Both must be accomplished in terms of the constraints 
defined in the functional specifications (cf. figure 3): 

The SAFE-SADT block input comprises the services S to be performed according to the 
specifications for RAMS parameter objectives ([RAMS] vector). The materials, and their dependability 
properties ([RAMS] vector), are located at the bottom of the SAFE-SADT model, and the control data 
(operating modes of the system, controllable events (repair) and non-controllable events (failures), …) 
can be found at the top of the SAFE-SADT model. The output includes the valuation of the RAMS 
parameters of the accomplished function as well as other information, such as operating mode (nominal, 
degraded …), response time and non-controllable events for the operational architecture. 
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Figure 3: Description of the SAFE SADT level 0 block 

 
 When a service is assigned to a material resource, the model associates the material entity and the 
software entity in series: thus, if either the material or the software fails, the service fails also. 
 

On the other hand, given redundancies in the material resources, the model employs a parallel 
structure with two branches, each one associating a material entity and a software entity in series (cf. 
figure 4).  
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Figure 4 : SAFE-SADT in series and parallel structures 

 
The originality of our method is that it is able to characterize the dependability parameters by integrating 
the dynamic aspects of the system; knowing the state (operational or failed state) of each function and/or 
material at a given time allows the state of the global system to be determined.  
 
 
4.3 Integration of the dynamic aspects  
 
According to the system's level of decomposition, the failure and repair parameters can follow a variety 
of laws of probability (exponential, Erlang, Normal, Weibull distributions). In the context of our 
method, renewal theory seems to be a good way to integrate this kind of distribution. 
 
4.3.1 Renewal Theory [12] 
 
The theory of the renewal characterizes the replacement of one component by another. The four 
principal renewal processes illustrating this theory take the number of occurrences of the cycles 
failure/repair into account and integrate the time-dependent transition rates. Transfer functions for 
availability and reliability can be obtained for these different processes [13]. The advantage of such 
transfer functions is that they allow the reliability and availability parameters to be evaluated for any 
probability density function. However, the renewal theory does not take into account the dependencies 
between functional and/or material entities (active redundancy, priority with the breakdown service, 
etc...). For example, in a system comprised of two entities in active redundancy, knowing the laws of 
failure and repair for each entity does not allow the system's failure occurrences to be deduced. The 
Monte Carlo simulation approaches appear to be an alternative to the renewal theory.  
 
4.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation [14] 
 
The Monte Carlo techniques are based on the principle of maximum likelihood and the inversion of 
random variables. The dependability parameters can be estimated by simulating system behaviour using 
the Monte Carlo techniques. This simulation process searches for and tries to predict all possible 
combinations in order to determine the occurrence probability of an event, based on system structure, 
and to estimate the value of the studied parameter at moment T (cf. figure 5). Unlike the renewal theory, 
the Monte Carlo Simulation does take function and/or material dependencies into account and is able to 
estimate Reliability and Maintainability parameters. 
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Figure 5: Principle of Monte Carlo simulation 

 



5 CASE STUDY 
 
The SAFE-SADT method is illustrated here for a hydraulic system. The components of this system 
(valve Vij, pump Pi) are controlled directly by a programmable logic controller PLC (see figure 6). The 
overall system consists of two hydraulic sub-systems, each conveying a stream towards the output S. 
The main goal of this system is to convey the fluid to the output S. This goal is achieved using the two 
macro functions F1 and F2 defined as: 

-     F1: Ensure that Fluid 1 moves towards V13
-     F2: Ensure that Fluid 2 moves towards V23
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Figure 6: Hydraulic system 

 
Two operating modes are defined for this hydraulic system:  

-  Nominal operating mode: F1 and F2  
-  Degraded operating mode: F1 or F2  
 

The functional architecture includes the functions “open valve Vij”, “close valve Vij” and “control Pump 
Pi”. The material architecture consists of the valves, the pumps and the PLC. The operational 
architecture is obtained by projecting the functional architecture onto the material architecture. (See 
figure 8: projection operator “⊥”). The operational architecture for this system is arbitrarily defined 
according to figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Operational architecture obtained from the functional and material architectures 

 
In figure 8, the RAMS objectives for each function are specified at the entrance to the SAFE-SADT 
block (“O_V11 [RAMS]”). With SAFE-SADT, both the parameters acting upon the dependability 
objectives (such as operating mode, controllable events and non-controllable events) and the material 
failures (the valve or the PLC, for example) can be clearly expressed, and the RAMS parameters of the 
services accomplished effectively by the operational architecture can be quantified via a Monte Carlo 
simulation. Given this design method, the RAMS parameters for the entire operational architecture of 
the studied system can be determined by aggregating all the accomplished functions (see figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Decomposition of the system using the SAFE-SADT method 

 
 
 
6 CONCLUSION 
 
First, the complexity of the system is discussed, followed by a brief presentation of the principal 
methods for dependability valuation. By taking the concepts of complexity described in the first part 
into account, the SAFE-SADT method proposed in this article allows the RAMS parameters of an 
automated system's operational architecture to be estimated during the design phase. The method also 
highlights the criticality of certain components or services and their direct impact on the total system. 
Possible avenues for future research in this area include optimizing the simulation algorithms as well as 
integrating safety costs into the SAFE-SADT method. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This work gives proposal for the systematic database creation with the values for individual exploitation 
situations and with interrelations of possibly working flows. The goal was to be closest as it can be to 
optimal production management process in the system with many modalities to reach solving solution. 
Input simulation values are solved as XML native database which objective is to crate activation of 
multiple experiments and results that are prepared for automatic analysis. Last objective of this work is 
development of new methods for improvement of Post-Press planning with simulation methods. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Post-Press was marginal point for many printer-houses. During the organizing processes of the 
digital normative provisions as the base for computerized management of the finishing activities in 
printer-houses arises to many unknown situations. This work gives proposal for the systematic database 
creation with the values for individual exploitation situations and with interrelations of possibly working 
flows. The goal was to be closest as it can be to optimal production management process in the system 
with many modalities to reach solving solution. On relational database SQL server, the XML 
technology became new communication interface between a base of normative provisions and planed 
simulation experiments for the main work flows of planning execution activities of the finishing in 
Post-Press. Experimental design of calculations is based on detailed digital normative provisions 
database of finishing processes, which incorporates times and prices for execution process of individual 
production activities. Input simulation values are solved as XML native database which objective is to 
crate activation of multiple experiments and results that are prepared for automatic analysis. Last 
objective of this work is development of new methods for improvement of Post-Press planning with 
simulation methods. 
 
 
2 GENERAL SITUATION 
 
Graphical production today became one of the most profitable industry and lives artisans’ fields. 
Complex systems of graphical industry introduce integration and automation because of necessity to 
reduce work execution time. Ending goal of this kind of development is continuing automatic 



production, financial work processing, work monitoring, and financial work analysis. The XML 
(eXtensible Mark-up Language) was recognized as new language of information description and 
transferring between applications and systems from various producers (manufacturers or makers). That 
provides creations of individual solutions in automation of graphical production. Only provision for 
these systems is that devices and applications know XML communication dictionary. This is way to 
make easy developments in future, because of various XML characteristics, like its possibility to adopt 
new dictionaries into existing ones. Why to develop new dictionary if exists developed one? 
Programming model “Webposkok” was developed by authors from Faculty of Graphic Engineering in 
Zagreb and has these premises. With this model it is now possible to create phases of graphical 
production on various devices and capacities. Only provision for that is to make normative provision 
description of all production process factors. The whole model was established on normative provision 
basis, where all operations and capacities were described in detail. The model is in fact one web 
application and this is its main characteristics. Interfaces for working with all normative provisions, 
before calculations, calculations, and digital working orders became reachable to various groups of 
users on that way. Normative provisions database is filling up almost one year and existing data 
provides complex analysis and conclusion making. In this work researching goal is situation where we 
have to make decision about parallel usage of second machine for rolling. These machines have 
different characteristics, from velocity parameters to working hour price. Usually it is not clear for 
which editions to make best (adequate) decision, and it is not always clear even financial aspect of that 
decision. Goal is to accomplish graphs of execution velocities and of financial analysis of that decision.    
 
 
3 NORMATIVE PROVISIONS OF GRAPHICAL PRODUCTION DATABASE 
 
Normative provisions of graphical production are saving into relational database and in XML records. 
Decision about what to save into classical records, what into XML elements and attributes depends on 
application demands and on analyst requests which are using these data. For faster searches (query) by 
keys it is better to put variables of keys into separate fields of relational database. Variables for 
calculative processes that are using by application are better to save into XML technology. Normative 
provisions must be changeable during the whole period (of time). It is reachable with exploration of 
benefits given from relational databases technology and XML technology. These technologies don’t 
exclude each other but they are extension of each other. Reliable and stable relational database was 
constructed with MSSQL Server Database and with XML interface throughout XML Scheme, into 
which requested communication dictionary can be defined and which is not with equal names and 
definitions of tables into its relational database. On that way different sorts of normative provisions are 
transforming into unambiguous record which have developed programming modules for production 
knot processing. XML Scheme provides us with definition possibilities of look up of XML documents, 
with establishment of table and field connections into relational database, and with definition 
possibilities of relations on the level of XML elements and attributes.   
 
 
4 MODEL OF MACHINE FOR ROLLING UP SHEET PAPER 
 
Model of machine for rolling up sheet paper in “WebPoskok” was represented with tables XSLT 
technology from XML which holds all normative provisions of that machine. Normative provisions set 
of that machine consists from these variables: paper sort, format of sheet, type of rolling up, number of 
bends, time for machine preparation according to number of bends, time for exchanging the same set of 
panels, machine preparation working hour price, machine working hour price. These prices are in 
relation with today developments of these machines. On figure 1 we can see XML normative provisions 
model of machine for rolling up sheet paper. We make interface into XSL technology (figure 2) to have 
possibility to make experiments with normative provisions parameters. XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet 
Language) language define XML document look for dedicated technology of representation, and 
concretely here we have HTML language for representation browser. Representation of data was not 
defined into XML document and into XML Scheme. XSL technology is one of basic principles why 
content is completely separated from representation.  



 

 
 

Figure 1. XML normative provisions model of machine for rolling up sheet paper (in Croatian) 
 

 
 

Figure 2. XSLT interface for normative provisions processing (in Croatian) 
 



 
5 MODEL SOLUTION WITH XML TECHNOLOGY 
 
Developed XML model for calculation of time and printing price was presented from authors during the 
last year [4]. Model has all options in production that are needed for accomplishing someone of finished 
products. That are XML elements as identification name of calculating experiment, ID of printing 
machine which is prepared for printing, ID of selected paper, ID of selected offset panel, normative 
provision ponder for velocity of printing, defined edition of work, number of work pages, format of 
work page, format of printing sheet, number of colours from front and number of colours from opposite 
side of page, and number of pages on sheet paper. Experimental results are on the same XML document, 
and analysed model variables have results presented on clear and unique manner. Resulted XML 
elements which are calculating and recording into XML document are, for example: edition of sheet 
paper, planed edition of sheet paper with incorporated technological and finishing addition, number of 
panels, time of machine preparation, time of machine cleaning, time of printing, total needed time for 
finalisation of product edition, papers costs, colours costs, panels costs, total price of product edition, 
and product unit price. PostPress experimental calculative data are in table of total calculation as XML 
document, and they can be separately researched and used for experiments.   
 
 
6 EXPERIMENTING WITH MODEL  
 
Introduction of additional and identically processing knot into production is usual idea in planning of 
production, when goal is to have better permeability (capacity) of specific (working) operation. 
Decision about when to duplicate capacities of one finishing process, or for which editions of specific 
work, is crucial question. Second thing is how much is that financially profitable in relation to ending 
price of product. Experimental measuring is taken on model for work: leaflet (flyer) A4, 4/4, from B1, 
135 grams paper, and colour coverage 50% with to parallel rolling up. Measuring is taken for editions 
from 500 to 1,000,000; and with machines with normative provisions: 4-colours, 8-colours and on 
machine for rolling up. Eight-colour machine has in process duplex modulo. Conclusion was that region 
of measuring interest was upper editions from 10,000; because it was clear that under that limit we can’t 
make optimal decisions. On graph in figure 3 are curves of times needed for accomplishing specific 
printing and finishing phase. 
 

 
   Legend: vrijeme(h) = time(h); naklada(kom) = edition(peaces);  
                 4-bojka = 4-colours; 8-bojka = 8-colours; savijačica = rolling up. 
 

Figure 3. Times needed for accomplishing specific printing and finishing phase (in Croatian) 



 
At edition of 20000 printing phase 8-colour machine finished in the same time as finishing phase of 
rolling up machine. The same thing happened for 4-colour machine at edition of 50000. These crossings 
are momentums when we have to decide to introduce into production chain one more rolling up machine 
in finishing phase, because above these editions finishing phase of rolling up is bottle neck of 
production.  
 

 
  Legend: J. cijena faze proizvodnje(/1000) = unit price of production phase (/1000);  
                naklada(kom) = edition(peaces); savijačica = rolling up. 
 

Figure 4. Unit price of production phase (in Croatian) 
 

 
  Legend: Postotak povećanja cijene proizvoda s drugom savijačicom(%) = Percent  
     of increasing product price with another rolling up machine(%); 
     posao s 8(4)-bojkom = work with 8(4)-colours machine;  
                naklada(kom) = edition(peaces); dvije savijačice = two rolling up machines. 
 

Figure 5. Percent of increasing product price with another rolling up machine (in Croatian) 



On graph in figure 4 is unit price of production phases of printing and finishing. For printing phases it is 
presented two times, once when work was printed on 4-colour machine and second time if printing work 
was on 8-colour machine. On that way we can see share of price in finishing phase of one rolling up 
machine in relation to printing phase. Third graph on figure 5 presents percent of increasing product 
price that was made with two rolling up machines and with 8-colour machine in one variant, but in 
another variant with 4-colour machine. This graph can be used for price correction in final offer (bid), 
because after deciding to introduce another rolling up machine (that product has concurrent time of its 
finalisation for market) unknown thing is value of that product. If product can’t have higher price on 
market then we know which distribution is of internal costs (spending). 
 
 
7 CONCLUSION 
 
This work has the goal to accomplish closeness to optimal management of production and solving of 
dedicated problem in that production in relation with organised digital normative provisions described 
in relational database and XML data files. Developed model was based on relational database where all 
necessary normative provisions and prices are saved, and which have developed XML system with 
XML Schemes. Data acquisition in relational database and acquisition in XML data is accomplishing 
throughout XSLT technology, as presenting and interfacing technology with goal to work throughout 
browser. Here, on example with one concretely task to make optimally doubling of one PostPress 
machine in graphic production experimentally was researched and developed financial and time 
analysis of that decision. This method for improvement of PostPress planning speeds up production 
decisions and presentations of their financial consequences. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Several documents have been published concerning software for the safety-critical and real-time 
embedded systems such as IEC 1508, MISRA Guidelines, ISO 15504 (SPICE). The MISRA is a 
guideline for automotive industry. The kinds of safety-critical software and real-time issues that the 
automotive industry is concerned with are relevant to other industries as well. A common theme in 
these publications is the use of safety analysis to determine safety integrity level of the system in order 
to define appropriate development process by performing a hazard analysis. The IEC 1508 advocates a 
systematic approach to hazard identification, analysis and risk assessment. For systems with higher 
SIL values it is necessary to confirm that a system is developed according to best practice standard. 
IEC 1508 and MISRA recognize the need for the assessment. The project SPICE-ISO 15504 
addressed this problem. The ISO 15504 provides a process assessment for determination of process 
capability maturity levels. The safety-critical and real-time embedded systems require the achievement 
and assurance of high-level quality factors such as: reliability, correctness, testability, safety, security, 
survivability. The aim of this paper is to show a possible mapping between the software process and 
the software product, and to investigate which process quality attributes influence product quality 
factors in safety critical and real-time embedded systems. 
 
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Real-time embedded software, safety critical software, process assessment, software reliability, 
software security, processes/base practices, quality factors, quality criteria, quality metrics. 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In safety-critical and real-time embedded systems it is required the achievement and assurance of high 
software product quality factors such as reliability, correctness, testability, safety, security. The 
concern is with reducing the risk of all failures latent in software. Several documents have been 
published concerning safety-critical software such as IEC 1508 [14], MISRA (Motor Industry 
Software Reliability Association) Guidelines [10], ISO 15504- SPICE (software process improvement 
and capability determination) [4]. A common theme in publications is the use of safety analysis to 



determine Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) of the system in order to define appropriate development 
process by performing a hazard analysis. The relation between software product quality and the 
quality of software process is based on the assumption that the quality of a software product can be 
achieved by improving the quality of software process [1, 3, 8, 11, 12]. In order to define the quality 
model to ensuring high software product quality factors, a possible mapping between software process 
and the software product is shown, and investigates which software process quality attributes influence 
software product quality factors for safety critical and real-time embedded systems. 
 
 
2 STANDARD IEC 1508 
 
Standard IEC 1508 advocates a systematic approach to hazard identification, analysis and risk 
assessment. The framework for IEC 1508 is a safety life cycle model. It defines SILs in safety-critical 
systems. The definition of the SILs is given in terms of the probability of failure shown in Table 1. A 
distinction is made between low demand systems, where the system is invoked, and high demand 
systems where the probability of failure is defined per hour of operation. 
 

Table 1. SIL levels 
 

SILs     Low demand systems  High demand systems  
1 
2 
3 
4 

>= 10 –2  to 10 –1 

>= 10 –3  to 10 –2 
>= 10 –4  to 10 –3 
>= 10 –5  to 10 –4 

>=  10 –6 to 10 –5 
>=  10 –7 to 10 –6 
>=  10 –8 to 10 –7 
>=  10 –9 to 10 –8 

 
3 MISRA GUIDELINES 
 
Embedded software becomes an important aspect of motor vehicles. The programming language 'C' is 
today's de facto standard for high language programming of embedded systems [9]. Using a high level 
language does not guarantee error-free code. The MISRA were written in the light of and compatible 
with the IEC 1508. The purpose is to assist in the creation and application of safe, reliable software.  
 
3.1 Comparison of the IEC 1508 and MISRA Guidelines 
 
Both standards IEC 1508 and MISRA Guidelines require the developer to determine the SILs of the 
system in order to define an appropriate development process. The MISRA have adopted the concept 
of controllability as a means of determining SILs for systems, which do not have a static environment. 
The controllability categories in MISRA Guidelines and the SILs 3 and 4 are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Definitions of controllability and SILs 3 and 4 
 

Categories Definition SIL 
 

Uncontrollable 
This relates to failures whose effects are not controllable by the vehicle 

occupants, and which are most likely to lead to extremely severe 
outcomes. The outcome cannot be influenced by a human response. 

 
4 

 
Difficult to 

control 

This relates to failures whose effects are not controllable by the vehicle 
occupants, and which are most likely to lead to extremely severe 

outcomes. The outcome cannot be influenced by a human response. 

 
3 

 
4 SOFTWARE PRODUCT AND PROCESS ASSESSMENT 
 
For the systems with higher SIL values it becomes necessary to independently confirm that the system 
have been developed according to the best practice standard. Standard IEC recommends independent 



assessment for systems at SIL 3 and SIL 4. MISRA also recognizes the need for assessment. The 
ESPRIT project SPICE-ISO 15504 addressed this problem. 
 
4.1 ISO 15504-SPICE  
 
ISO 15504-SPICE is concerned with process assessment, improvement and supplier capability 
determination. The Baseline Practices Guide defines the activities for good  engineering process. The 
SPICE model has the process dimension and the capability dimension. The process dimension defines 
40 processes grouped in five process categories: 1.Customer-supplier (CUS), 2. Engineering (ENG), 3. 
Support (SUP), 4. Project (PRO), and 5. Organization (ORG). Each process has a between 3 and 13 
base practices. The capability dimension is represented by a set of process attributes. It comprises five 
capability levels (CL), from 1-5. Each level is composed of common feature formed with generic 
practices. Base practice adequacy rating scale has four degrees: not adequate, partially, largely, and 
fully adequate. The generic practice adequacy rating scale has also four degrees. Using scales for the 
process, assessment will determine the process adequacy profile.  
 
4.2 Comparison of the ISO 15504 and IEC 158 standard 
 
The standard IEC 1508 provides requirements for the safety critical systems, while the ISO 15504 
provides a process assessment for determination of process capability. The CL of ISO 15504 increases 
from CL0 to CL5, similar to IEC 1508, where SIL increases from SIL1 to SIL4. In reference [1], the 
relationship between CLs of 15504 and SILs of IEC 1508 has been suggested for the development 
process as shown in Table 3.: SIL1 and SIL2 require CL2, SIL3 requires CL3, and SIL4 requires CL4 
as a minimum CL for effective software development. 
 

Table 3. Relationship 15504 versus 61508 
 

Software safety requirements Capability level 
SIL 1 CL 2 
SIL 2 CL 2 
SIL 3 CL 3 
SIL 4 CL 4 

 
 
5 SOFTWARE PRODUCT QUALITY MODELS 
 
A quality models, such as McCall's Model [9], and Firesmith's Model [2], first decomposes quality 
into its component quality factors and then provides quality criteria and metrics that can be used to 
these general high-level quality factors. 
 
5.1 McCall's model 
 
In the McCall’s model the approach is focus on the user view of the final product. The first level 
establishes the quality factors. These factors, shown on Figure 1., are high level external quality 
attributes further decomposed into quality criteria. On further level of decomposition quality criteria 
are associated with a set of directly measurable attributes called quality metrics. 
 
 Maintainability      Flexibility      Usability      Correctness      Integrity       Testibility 

    Interoperability      Reliability      Efficiency    Portability        Reusability  
 
 

Figure 1. McCall‘s Quality Factors 
 



5.2 Firesmith's model  
 
According to Firesmith, a quality model is a hierarchical model consisting of quality factors  
containing quality sub-factors, quality criteria and metrics. The quality factors and sub-factors allow 
analyzing different specific aspects of quality. Development-oriented quality factors are important 
during development and maintenance. It includes factors such as: maintainability, portability, 
reusability, scalability. Usage-oriented quality factors are important during usage of an application, it 
includes: correctness, dependability, reliability, safety, security, survivability, and efficiency. Safety is 
the degree to which accidental harm is prevented, detected, and properly reacted to. Security is the 
degree to which malicious harm to a valuable asset is prevented and detected. Survivability is the 
degree to which essential services continue to be provided in spite of accidental harm. Security, safety, 
and survivability are closely related; all three involve the analysis and management of risks. 
 
6 ANALYSIS APPROACH 
 
The quality requirements for each system is unique influenced by application dependent 
characteristics, each system must be evaluated for its main characteristics [14]. For safety-critical and 
real-time embedded systems some important quality factors are: reliability, correctness, testability, 
security, safety and survivability. The analysis takes each of the product quality factors in turn, 
deciding to what extent each of the base practices of the ISO 15504 affects its attainment. The degree 
to which factors are affected are measured on a four-point scale similar to SPICE assessment: 
- Not contribute: the base practice does not contribute to improving the quality factors, 
- Partially contribute: the base practice partially contributes to improving the quality factors, 
- Largely contribute: the base practice largely contributes to improving the quality factors, 
- Fully contribute: the base practice fully contributes to improving the quality factors. 
 
7 PRODUCT QUALITY 
 
Software product quality attribute depends on: General contributed base practices, and Particular 
contributed base practices. They form orthogonal model, i.e. (1), 
 

                                     Software product quality (j) ≈ GCP/BP ⊕ PCP/BP              (1) 
 

Where: GCP/BP is general contributed practices, P/BP is particular contributed practices;  ≈ is 
qualitative equivalence;  ⊕ is sum of orthogonal components; j is extended over all product attributes. 
 
8 GENERALL CONTRIBUTED BASE PRACTICES 
 
These base practices that generally contribute of all quality factors are explained. This analysis is 
subjective and the mapping has been based on experience, experts [1, 13] have suggested similar 
relationship between process and software product quality. Organization processes categories is of a 
different nature to the rest of the process categories as it is at a higher level and contribute all product 
quality factors and related characteristics. 
  
8.1 General fully contributed base practices 
 
Engineering process category (ENG): ENG.1.1-Specify systems requirements- determines the required 
functions and capabilities of the system and document in a system requirement specification. 
ENG.2.1- Determine software requirements- determine the software requirements and document in a 
software requirement specification. ENG.3.4-Establish traceability- establish traceability between the 
requirements and software design.  



Customer-Supplier process category (CUS): CUS.1.1- Identify the need- Identify a need to acquire, 
develop, or enhance a software product. CUS.1.2- Define the requirements- prepare the system and 
software requirements to satisfy the need for a new product and/or service. 
Project process category (PRO): PRO.1.1- Evaluate options for product development- evaluate 
options for product development, identifying the risks associated with each.  
Support process category (SUP): SUP.5.- Develop documentation- the purpose is to develop and 
maintain documents needed by managers, engineers, users, or customers. 
 
8.2 General largely contributed base practices 
 
CUS: CUS.1.3- Prepare acquisition strategy – prepares a strategy for the acquisition of product. 
CUS.1.4- Prepare request for proposal- prepares a request for proposal tender. 
PRO: PRO.1.1- Evaluate options for product development – evaluates options for development. 
 
8.3 General partially contributed base practices 
 
CUS: CUS.2.3- Determine interfaces to independent agents- determine the supplier and customer 
interfaces to independent verification, validation, and/or test agents, and document in the contract. 
CUS.2.4- Determine interfaces to subcontractors- determine the supplier and customer interfaces to 
other parties who will be involved in the work, or whose work will impact its success. 
PRO: PRO.1.2- Select software life cycle model- select a software life cycle model for the project that 
is appropriate to the scope and complexity of the project. PRO.1.3- Describe activities and tasks- 
describe the project’s software activities and their associated tasks, and purpose of each. 
 
9 PARTICULAR CONTRIBUTED BASE PRACTICE 
 
Due to limited number of pages, the example of base practices that particular contribute quality factor  
reliability is given, other factors are not examined here. Reliability is defined as the probability of no 
occurence of a software failure during certain period on a specifiewd condition, the characteristics are: 
Error tolerance – the damage that occurs when the program encounters an error.                                                              
Consistency – the use of uniform design techniques throughout the development project.  
Accuracy – the extent that the code’s outputs are sufficiently precise to satisfy its use.  
Simplicity – the degree to which a program can be understood without difficulty.  
The practices that are supportive of the design and implementation will lead to more reliable product. 
The degree to which factor reliability is affected by particular base practices is shown in Table 4. 
Partially contribute: the base practices partially contribute, rating is “0,33” or 1/3,  
Largely contribute: the base practices largely contribute to assuring reliability, rating is “0,66” or 2/3. 
Fully contribute: the base practices fully contribute to assuring reliability, rating is 1.  
                                                              

Table 4. Influence on reliability 
 

ENG CUS PRO SUP 
1.1 
2.1 
3.4 
4.3 
5.4 
5.6 
6.3 
6.5 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2/3 
1 

1.1 
1.2 
3.1 
6.2 
6.4 
8.1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2/3 

1.1 
2.2 
2.4 
2.5 
4.5 
5.5 
5.6 
6.8 

2/3 
2/3 
1 
1 
1 

2/3 
2/3 
1/3 

5.1 
 

1/3 
 

                                                                                                           
These values form a goal function for reliability during software development process. For example, 
the assessment in one organization showed the following values as shown in Table 5.: 



 
Table 5. Assessment results 

 
ENG CUS PRO SUP 

1.1 
2.1 
3.4 
4.3 
5.4 
5.6 
6.3 
6.5 

1/3 
1/3 
- 

2/3 
- 

1/3 
- 

1/3 

1.1 
1.2 
3.1 
6.2 
6.4 
8.1 

2/3 
1/3 
- 

1/3 
- 
- 

1.1 
2.2 
2.4 
2.5 
4.5 
5.5 
5.6 
6.8 

1/3 
1/3 
- 

1/3 
2/3 
- 

1/3 
- 

5.1 
 

1/3 
 

 
Using Medusa tool [8] obtained quality model equals: 
 

                               M= ENG / CUS + 0,310 * CUS                                                              (2) 
 

The obtained qualitative correlation was 0,687. By dropping out less relevant quality attributes the 
correlation coefficient was increased to 0,928. 
 
12 CONCLUSION 
 
The relationship between the software process and software product is examined. The relation between 
Base practices of the ISO 15504 and quality factors do exists. These mapping may show organizations 
to identify those processes that are important for product quality factors when designing  safety-
critical, real-time embedded systems.  
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